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FIRST THINGS FIRST
THANK YOU TO OUR SPONSORS; 

The Edge of The World Music Festival is 

forever grateful for the support!

We acknowledge the financial assistance of the Province of British Columbia
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GENERAL INFORMATION
PLEASE RECYCLE beverage bottles, cans, paper, and cardboard.

A FIRST AID ATTENDANT will always be on duty during the festival.

LOST AND FOUND ITEMS may be claimed at the EOTW Hub tent, located to the left 
of the stage.

ANIMALS ARE NOT PERMITTED on the festival grounds at any time during the 
festival.  For their safety and comfort, please leave pets at home.

SAFETY OFFICERS are constantly patrolling the site in hi-vis vests. 

ALCOHOL & DRUGS are not permitted on the festival site. In B.C. it is illegal to 
consume alcohol in a public place (other than a licensed premise) or in a vehicle. 
The legal drinking age in B.C. is 19 and it is illegal to provide alcohol to minors. 
The effects of alcohol that make you a dangerous driver are the same effects that 
diminish your good decision-making when you are drinking.  We ask ALL PATRONS 
to the festival to help set a tone of respect and family fun.

THE FESTIVAL IS A FAMILY EVENT. No alcohol or drugs are permitted on the 
festival site. Intoxicated behavior, violence of any kind, and vandalism will 
result in immediate expulsion from the festival grounds for the remainder of the 
weekend.  KEEP IT SAFE AND KEEP IT FUN!
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Sometimes being Festival Director is as 
glamorous as calculating how many squares of 
toilet paper the average person uses in a day 
(52, if you’re curious) and sometimes its just 
the nitty gritty. But whatever the feeling is, 
the elation of bringing a unique experience to 
Haida Gwaii never gets old. 

However, I do. I’ve been doing this Festival 
Directing thing for awhile now. In some ways 
my experience makes the job easier, but in 
other ways I undoubtedly thwart the evolution 
of the festival just because “it’s always been 
done this way.”

I like to think that I don’t get in the way too 
much. For the past four years I’ve shared the 
honour of Festival Director-ing with Caitlin 
Blewett. Cait is younger than I, more in tune 
with the pulse of the times as it were, and so I 
thought I had a firm succession plan in place. 

Instead she’s going to Medical School.

Young Cait will be on her way, with a Pinot 
Grigio and a passenger ticket in hand on 
the BC Ferry before the Fairgrounds are even 
back to their original condition. We are sad 
to see her go. Cait brought a fantastic energy 
to the festival. We pulled off some incredible 
years together, such as Sam Roberts Band 
in 2015 and Buffy Sainte-Marie in 2016. It 
was fun tag-teaming with Cait, as her skills 
complimented mine beautifully.

For one, she was much more organized, 
so meeting reminders were sent in a timely 
fashion. Second, she had the whole first 
responder thing going on, so I didn’t have to 
worry about anything gory. And third, her smile 
always made it seem like we’d make it, no 
matter what was going on.

Cait is here with us this weekend, walking 
miles in an intricate web pattern across the 
festival grounds to make sure this show goes 
smoothly for all of you. If you see her, give her 
a nod of thanks, or a hug (with her consent). 
Thank you, Cait, for everything.

I’d like to thank all of my volunteer Board 
of Directors; Blair Weinberg, Emma Millson 
Taylor, Kirsten Oike, and of course Roeland 
Denooij. These are but of few of the dedicated 
individuals that give countless hours all year 
long to plan how the festival unfolds.

Come festival weekend, there’s another 
group of volunteers that come together to 
help with site, safety, and sanitation. These 
volunteers give over 25 hours to the festival, 
and they are absolutely vital in making the 
weekend a success.

There is one such volunteer who has been 
coming and giving her all to the festival for 
near ten years. Germain and Joanne, who 
started the now iconic lantern parade, met 
Geraldine Villemont when the festival used 

THE VOICES OF THE EDGE
The Festival would like to acknowledge that we are on unceded Haida land, and are 
grateful to be able to hold the Edge of the World Music Festival in this amazing place. 
The Festival would also like to give a special thanks to BC Parks, the Graham Island 
Farmer’s Institute and the Fall Fair Committee, whose efforts and cooperation (and 
patience) make it possible to hold our festival at the Tlell Fall Fairgrounds. 
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OF THE WORLD FESTIVAL 
to be at Elizabeth Inkster’s property - where 
Crow’s Nest is now. Geraldine shows up 
from the Yukon, gloves on, ready to help 
with whatever we need. From set up to clean 
up, she’s there, working hard, and never 
complaining. I want to thank Geraldine for 
giving so much to Haida Gwaii. Haawa!

The festival wouldn’t be where it is today if 
I was allowed free rein with the budget, which 
leads me to another volunteer who needs to be 
acknowledged. Duncan White our bookkeeper 
and keeper of the gate, is moving on. Duncan 
keeps all us free spenders in line, and we are 
very grateful for Duncan’s support over the 
last eight years. Yes, Jenny, we will get those 
file boxes out of your living room soon.

We hope you are enjoying Attendee 
Appreciation Year! We drastically reduced 
our ticket price in the hopes that this will 
make the Edge of World Music Festival more 
accessible to all and the family friendly 
festival it is meant to be. After the festival 

we’ll have to check the bottom line, but the 
hope is that our appreciation will extend year 
after year.

As you walk around the festival grounds, or 
lie in grasses listening to the sounds of The 
Jerry Cans, Jesse Roper, Snotty Nose Rez Kids, 
and all the other top quality musical acts 
we’ve brought in for your enjoyment, take a 
moment to think of all the people that gave of 
themselves to make this happen. 

Ask yourself how you are giving back to 
your community. Be it here, or a distant land 
from whence you are from, what do you put 
back into the pot? Generosity comes in many 
forms, be it cash donations, in-kind goods 
or services, lots of time or just a little time, 
musical talent, and sometimes your heart 
and soul. Generosity breeds kindness and 
reciprocity. It’s a win-win. 

Enjoy!

- Festival Directors Janet Rigg & Caitlin Blewett
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Quality meats, fresh produce, 
specialty grocery, bakery, 

health and beauty care.
ATM, ice, building 

supplies and hardware.
appliances, camping supplies, 

and much, much more ...
MEMBER OWNED - HAIDA GWAII CO-OP

Main Store in Masset
Main Street, Masset

Ph: 250-626-3933

Branch in Skidegate
Highway 16, Skidegate

Ph: 250-559-8078



Have a fantastic and fun filled 
Edge of the World Music Festival!

Jennifer Rice
MLA North Coast

1-866-624-7734
Jennifer.Rice.MLA@leg.bc.ca

www.JenniferRice.ca
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FESTIVAL 
The Jerry Cans create music inspired by their 
hometown of Iqaluit, Nunavut, and life in the 
Canadian Arctic. With a unique mix of traditional 
Inuit throat singing and roots-rock sung in the 
Indigenous language of Inuktitut.

The Jerry Cans are a distinctly Northern sound. The 
band is passionate about helping to preserve the 
Inuktitut language and are committed to challenging 
common misconceptions about life in the North. 
Their high energy performances have thrilled 
audiences in countries all across the globe including 
Australia, Scotland, Greenland, Cuba and Norway. 

THE JERRY CANS

thejerrycans.com

Jesse Roper is blues rooted rock and roll with a bit 
of reggae and country mixed in. Happy vibes. He 
approaches his profession the same way he would 
make a mixtape. With barriers down and volume 
up. “For two weeks I’ll play hardcore blues, and 
then another two weeks in a row I’ll play classical, 
and then another two weeks all I want to do is play 
reggae,” Roper explains.

Adventuresome doesn’t properly describe Roper 
as an artist, because when the guitar-wielding 
dynamo sets out to accomplish something, there’s 
no telling where his mind will wander, or where his 
energy will go.

JESSE ROPER

jesseroper.ca

Downtown Mischief fuses elements of Jazz, Funk 
and Hip-Hop to form a unique sound that will get 
people of all ages on the dance floor. The 7-piece 
group features a high energy horn section, full band 
and multi-level vocals that create an action packed 
set. They are based out of Victoria with members 
living all across Canada from Haida Gwaii to Toronto. 
Downtown Mischief is released their first studio 
album in August 2018.

DOWNTOWN MISCHIEF

downtownmischief.bandcamp.com
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Snotty Nose Rez Kids are an indigenous hip-hop 
duo currently based out of Vancouver, BC. Proudly 
hailing from the Haisla Nation, SNRK creates 
music that pays homage to their upbringing on 
the Rez in Kitimaat Village while also touching 
upon larger themes related to Indigenous identity, 
politics and resistance in ways that engage a 
diverse audience. Their sound has been described 
as infectious, loud and reminiscent of early 90’s 
rap, with the ability to turn even Justin Trudeau 
into a savage on the dance floor. They are truly 
grassroots hip hop, conscious lyricism at its 
finest, skillfully weaving the past into their lyrics 
and showing us the way to the future.

HEADLINERS 

snottynoserezkids.com

Mark Perry is a Smithers-based folk singer-
songwriter who has been performing for over 20 
years. His music is quintessentially Canadian – 
from celebrating the triumphs of playing hockey 
on frozen lakes to the exaltation of the spring 
thaw... to pondering the tougher stories of our past 
and present — the legacy of Japanese internment 
camps, the sinking of a passenger ferry in the 
middle of the night, or the First Nations people 
who go missing from our communities... He’s a 
natural storyteller, he invites you into his heart.

MARK PERRY

markperry.ca

SNOTTY NOSE REZ KIDS

Ashleigh Ball is a celebrated Canadian musician 
and voice actor. Best known as the magnetic 
front-woman for Canadian indie pop band Hey 
Ocean, she is proud to release her first solo EP, 
Gold in You. The EP is a distinct departure from 
Ball’s Indie roots towards a more gritty and 
mature sound, exploring themes of asynchronous 
relationships and the paradox of wanting two 
different lives at once: stable vs. chaotic, or 
reality vs. dream. The EP was written over the 
past two years while Hey Ocean was on hiatus 
and demonstrates the full range of Ball’s vocal 
abilities both through gripping emotional ballads 
and electronic and R&B inspired tracks.

ASHLEIGH BALL

ashleighballmusic.ca
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FEATURED 

MIP writes edgy power pop, rock ‘n’ roots music 
that is coloured by an eclectic mix of genres 
ranging from gospel to post punk. Her lyrics 
are smart, her songs are colourful, and her 
performances are dynamic.

Mip grew up in Northern BC amidst stunning 
mountains and vibrant music. After years of 
playing in various bands and locations she landed 
in Toronto determined to share her musical voice 
and consequently forming the Mip Power Trio. In 
just over 5 years, the Mip Power Trio has released 
2 albums, and played well over 250 shows across 
Canada, including EOTW in 2013.

MIP

It’s easy to forget that This Way North is a two-
piece band. Drummer/vocalist Cat Leahy and 
guitarist/vocalist Leisha Jungalwalla create a 
uniquely full, expansive sound that translates 
effortlessly from the studio to the stage.

Fitting into the indie blues and roots world, the duo 
are right at home on a festival or dive bar stage 
and have indeed played both.

THIS WAY NORTH

thiswaynorth.com

mipsmusic.com

JASON CAMP & THE POSERS
Jason Camp & The Posers plays upbeat Punkabilly. 
The band consists of two Haida madmen: SGaan 
Kwah.Agang (James McGuire) is on vocals and 
guitar, Jaahljuu (Graham Richard) rocks away on 
his drum kit. Both are from Haida Gwaii and are 
of Haida descent. The isolation of the islands has 
created a hotbed of talented musicians with a DIY 
attitude, working together to make live shows and 
on-island recording happen. Their debut feature 
length album is set for release soon, and will 
feature a shift towards a more politically charged 
message. jasoncampandtheposers.com
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PERFORMERS 
MAMA  MIHIRANGI

Western Canadian Music Award winning roots 
duo Twin Peaks have an undeniably disarming 
presence. Their harmonies and hooks are as 
magnetic, bold and welcoming as the atmosphere 
their live show emanates. Naomi Shore and 
Lindsay Pratt are collectively radiant in song and 
in style. You are sure to leave their show in a fond 
and familiar spirit.

twinpeaksmusic.ca

TWIN PEAKS

BADFISH

mamamihi.com

Mama Mihi is “Mihirangi”, worldly renowned as 
Aotearoa NZ’s Artist Activist and Queen of Live 
Loops. One of the world’s first international touring 
female loop artists, Mihirangi is a musical master 
in the art of songwriting & live-looping.

Mama Mihi is a songstress who has a tool-box full 
of musical magic; weaving live loops of vocals, 
intricate harmonies, tāonga puoro (traditional 
instruments), guitar, keyboards, world percussion 
with beat-boxing, drums and earth shaking bass 
lines with lyrics that melodically and poetically 
speak to indigenous and environmental issues.

A local collaboration from all ends of Haida 
Gwaii creating a unique band of multi instrument 
musicians. A powerful chemistry with sweet 
harmonies with a wide range of music from folk 
to metal. 

Behn Cochrane - vocals 

Matt Gladstone - guitars

GiG - guitar, vocals

Kali Moreno- vocals           Jordan Ackerman - bass

Pete Moore- keys          Al gardiner - drums
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CONGRATULATIONS ON YOUR 51ST ANNIVERSARY!

Haida blues guitarist Jamie Thomson and his River 
Dog band play a mix of blues, roots, and folk. The 
band focuses on originals composed by Jamie but 
will kick in a few blues classics to rock the crowd 
by BB King, Howling Wolf or Buddy Guy. Jamie is an 
experienced musician with 40 years of performance 
under his belt. He is backed by his children Robert 
and Gillian Thomson who are professional musicians 
and tour under the project Sister Says.

JAMIE THOMSON & THE RIVER DOGS

This Trio of local musicians have recently 
joined together, playing cerebral rock songs 
with influences of jazz and grunge.  The spacey 
melodies and driving rhythms are overlaid with 
politically charged original lyrics.

Evan Amies-Galonski - Guitar/Vocals

Jeremy John Calhoun - Bass

Pete Moore - Drums

EVAN AMIES-GALONSKI
FEATURED 
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Ladybird’s Boutique
BRINGING YOU 

SOME HIPPSTAH 

FESTIVAL WEARS 

FOR ALL YOUR 

DANCING PLEASURE!
COME FIND OUR BOOTH 

AND GET YOUR 
HAIDA GWAII ON

OR COME TO OUR STORE AT 1684 ORR STREET, MASSET

Dub Jackson Band is Haida Gwaii’s most irreverent 
political punk rock band. Combining jaunty riffs 
with bouncy baselines and a sprinkling of keys, 
their songs combine the power and attitude of 
punk with a unique melodic sound that has been 
called “swing-punk.” D.J.B. are founding members 
of the Ging Gang Hla tllGad Independent Music 
& Arts Co-operative, dedicated to promoting 
independent and original music and arts on Haida 
Gwaii.

DUB JACKSON BAND

dubjacksonband.com

PERFORMERS 

As modern rock continues to expand and evolve, 
it is artists like Kristi Lane Sinclair who are at the 
vanguard. The Toronto-based singer/songwriter 
draws equally from her Haida/Cree heritage 
and her love of both grunge and classical music 
to create a sound that challenges long-held 
preconceptions, while telling her own unique 
story. On her new five-song EP, The Ability To 
Judge Distance, Sinclair gets even closer to the 
bone in exploring themes of love and anger.

KRISTI LANE SINCLAIR

kristilanesinclair.ca
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FRIDAY A  AUGUST 10
15:45 WEED XAADEE - OPENING CEREMONY
16:15 SOULSHINE
17:15 MAIYA ROBBIE & TRAVIS WEIR
18:15 OKALANI
19:15 ASHLEIGH BALL
20:30 JESSE ROPER
21:45 SNOTTY NOSE REZ KIDS W/ DJ DENISE
23:00 JASON CAMP & THE POSERS

SATURDAY D AUGUST 11
11:00 HARMONIE ROSE & FRIENDS
12:00 THE SPITFIRES
13:00 TWIN PEAKS
14:00 EVAN AMIES-GOLANSKI
15:00 THIS WAY NORTH
16:00 DUB JACKSON BAND
17:00 KUUN7LAANAAS JAANAAS DANCE GROUP
17:30 JAMIE THOMSON & THE RIVER DOGS
18:30 MIP
19:30 BADFISH
20:30 MAMA MIHIRANGI & THE MAREIKURA

SPHENIA JONES & ELSIE BRAMBLE
21:30 THE JERRY CANS
22:45 JA$E EL NIÑO
23:00 DOWNTOWN MISCHIEF

 

STAGE SCHEDULE
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Come and visit the Merchandise tent to the left of the stage to purchase t-shirts, 
hoodies, and more with this year’s logo - designed by Jenna Keshavjee! Items with 
our perennial logo by Robert Vogstad are also available.

SUNDAY T AUGUST 12
11:30 CORA & ZAYA
12:00 TWIN PEAKS
12:45 KRISTI LANE SINCLAIR
13:30 EOTW KID’S MUSIC CAMP
14:15 THIS WAY NORTH
15:00 JESSE ROPER
15:45 ASHLEIGH BALL
16:30 MARK PERRY
17:30 KUNG JAADEE

STAGE SCHEDULE
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FEATURED

JA$E El-Nino is a Haida MC from Skidegate, Haida 
Gwaii that is a part of a hip-hop collective called 
the Haida Hippies. JA$E has been writing rhymes 
and recording Haida Gwaii inspired tracks since 
2004. His music is a blend of storytelling and social 
commentary that aims to educate and inspire social 
change. Just like the periodic warm water current, 
JA$E El-Nino possesses a unique flow that shows up 
around Haida Gwaii to perform every few years and 
warm up the mic.

JA$E EL NIÑO

SOULSHINE
Soulshine is a Blues driven machine of music 
creating a wall of sound, taking you down a  
Rock and Roll highway. The band includes:

Randy Pryce -Guitar

Pat Gambler -Guitar

GiG-vocals/Bass/guitar 

Al Gardiner - drums 

Leila Newton-Willis-vocals

FUNK IT!
FUNK IT! On Wharf Street 

in Queen Charlotte
••• 

250-559-4753
•••

funkit@qcislands.net 
•••

Find us on Facebook!
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PERFORMERS 
WEED XAADEE

They are called, Weed (wayed) Xaadee, dance group, which 
means The People Of Today. Weed Xaadee was formed and 
called The people of Today because the members of this 
group are from various Nations such as Haida, Musqueam, 
Ojibway. First Nations music connects to First Nation 
peoples spiritual, cultural, identity and expressions and 
how importance music is to their environment.  Haaw.aa 
from the Weed (wayed) Xaadee dance group.
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FEATURED 
MAIYA ROBBIE & TRAVIS WEIR
Canadian performer Maiya Robbie infuses 
into each of her pieces a remarkable poetic 
authenticity. She attributes part of her style and 
lyrical choices to the landscapes she grew up 
within and continues to be surrounded with.

Tavis Weir is a Canadian songwriter and multi-
instrumentalist who currently creates in and 
explores the interior of British Columbia. Tavis’ 
performance has been described as authentic and 
honest.

Along with Mia Harris, Maiya & Travis are returning 
to put on the EOTW Kids Camp once again!

maiyarobbie.com
travisweir.com

HOWLERS  PRIVATE
LIQUOR STORE

MONDAY THRU WEDNESDAY • 10AM-10PM
THURSDAY THRU SATURDAY • 10AM-11PM

SUNDAY AND HOLIDAYS • 11AM-10PM

CARRYING A FULL SELECTION OF COLD 
BEER, COOLERS, WINE AND SPIRITS

BE 
SAF

E!

HAV
E

FUN
! CHEE

RS!
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???

PERFORMERS 

Kuun7laanaas Jaanaas clan are raven clan from 
Yakan Point, on the northern tip of Haida Gwaii. 
Our Clan has been very active in the singing and 
dancing over the past years. They were all taught 
by their Nonnie (grandmother) Ethel Jones who was 
very active in the singing & dancing in & outside of 
the schools. The songs they sing were written by 
a fellow clan member Sgaalanglaay Gaamdamaay, 
who is very active in teaching and passing his 
knowledge. This Dance group has approximately 
52 singers and dancers to this date.

KUUN7LAANAAS JAANAAS DANCERS

CHEE
RS!

PERFORMERS 

35770 Hwy 16, Tlell    •    ph/fax: 250 557 4593
adriene@haidagwaii.net

Something For Everyone.
• Sweet Treats and 

Savoury Eats

• Cold Beer, 
Wine and Liquor

• Specialty Coffee

• Groceries and 
Local Products

Crow’s Nest Cafe

& Country Store

 OPEN EVERYDAY FROM 10AM - 7PM  
Brunch available Friday, Saturday & Sunday 10am-3pm
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FEATURED

Sphenia Jones & Elsie Bramble have been entertaining  at 
potlatches, Birthdays and Feasts for years on Haida Gwaii. 
Sit back & Relax and have a good laugh. 

Harmonie Rose has been on island over 22 years, and has 
made many musical friends along the way. She’s played many 
times at Edge of the World over the years. She’s returning this 
year with a set of original music

HARMONIE ROSE & FRIENDS

SEPHINA JONES & ELSIE BRAMBLE
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PERFORMERS 

The Spitfires are a Sandspit based blues and rock band. Their influences include  The Tragically Hip, Jimi 
Hendrix, and Pink Floyd. The band includes Ray Wagstaff on Guitar, Harry Schuster on bass, and Behn 
Cochrane on vocals.

Okalani combines song, movement, fashion and the moment.

OKALANI

THE SPITFIRES

Skidegate, Haida Gwaii   250.637.1151  haidastyle.com

Cultural  Adventure  Experience

Cora and Zaya are two 17 year olds who have been singing since they could talk. Growing up on Tow 
Hill Road there wasn’t a lot to do for fun, so they would write and perform songs for their families and 
neighbours. Today they sing acoustic covers of many genres, and add their own twist to them.

CORA & ZAYA

KUNG JAADEE
Kung Jaadee is a traditional Haida singer, drummer, and storyteller and one of Canada’s leading aboriginal 
performers. She has given hundreds of performances all over Canada since 1992. She performs for children 
and adults at festivals, schools, universities, conferences, workshops, and on TV and radio.



Credit: Jason Shafto



BUSINESS
DEVELOPMENT

COMMUNITY
DEVELOPMENT

FINANCING

We support the 
entrepreneurial spirit

haidagwaiifutures.ca

250-626-5594
Helping island businesses & entrepreneurs since 1999

PART OF THE LOCAL 
COMMUNITY FOR MORE 

THAN 6 DECADES

BAYVIEW MARKET
LOCATED IN PORT CLEMENTS

YOUR ONE-STOP SHOP, OPEN MON-SAT: 10AM-6PM
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WORKSHOPS

SATURDAY

The Edge of the World Festival acknowledges the support of the Northern Development Initiative Trust 
and Gwaii Trust for the presentation of these workshops.

10:30   COME HOME IS YOUR HEART 
 -  KIKI VANDER HEIDEN 
 Join Kiki for a dynamic, uplifting yet 

calming Kundalini Yoga and meditation 
sequence to open the heart and increase 
compassion.

11:30 SPOKEN WORD POETRY SLAM 
 Explore spoken word poetry with regional 

and local poets, Audrey Lane Cockett & 
Alexis Koome, Johnny MacRae, Shayne Greg 
& Earl July. 

13:30 FIRST PEOPLES CULTURAL COUNCIL
 The Arts Team will share with artists the 

grant programs and funding opportunities 
we offer at the First Peoples Cultural 
Council.

15:30 DOWN TOWN MISCHIEF
 Come join us for an intro to Funk-ing Meeting. 

16:30 MARK PERRY 
Songwriting pros and cons. 

18:30 TWIN PEAKS
 Join female songwriters in the round 

sharing and collaborating together. 

19:30 TOBIN FRANK- ME AND SQUEEZY MCGEE
 Come explore the idea of the accordion as a 

“colour” instrument. Sing-songwriters and 
accordionist are welcome to come and join 
in to make music.

SUNDAY
10:30   TEJA RAVI KAUR
 Kundalini Yoga class awakening your 

energy potential. 

11:30 MAMA MIHIRANGI & THE MAREIKURA
 The Women’s Haka is a traditional dance 

that invokes and expresses a women’s 
potency, their power, virtues, culture, lore 
and sacredness. Participants will learn 
the calls, actions, words and their history, 
meaning, traditions, protocols and power. 

13:30 KUNG JAADEE (ROBERTA KENNEDY)
 Learn the Xaad Kil (Haida) Language 

through story-telling and song. Bring your 
voice and have some fun!

14:30 EVERYONE HAS A SONG IN THEM 
 - ASHLEIGH BALL
 Explore the evolution of song-writing and 

discover clues in everyday life to find the 
songs inside using song from “gold in you.”

15:30 SONGWRITING WITH SISTER SAYS
 Participants will learn the key elements 

of songwriting by covering the basics 
of singing, song structure, lyric writing, 
chords, rhythm and timing. The workshop 
will culminate in creating a song together!

16:30 JESSE ROPER
 Learn how to write and groove with 

“happening” music.
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KID ZONE

SATURDAY & SUNDAY • 11:00 - 17:00, FOR AGES 3+
The funnest place to be during the day at EOTW! This year we are excited to partner with Karen 
Buchanan of Brilliant Experience. Karen’s expressed purpose of Brilliant Experience; to ignite 
social dreams, provide hope and inspiration for youth through artistic expression and exploration 
of movement, ideas, and art - is very much in line with the values of the EOTW, and something we 
are sure the kids will enjoy too! Check it out!
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FESTIVAL VENDORS
The Edge of the World Music Festival is happy to offer you a wide selection of local and off-island 
vendors.  Stroll the grounds and check out all they have to offer.

FOOD
Khataya’s Ice Cream • Eagle Talon Adventures Coffee • Rosie’s Kabobs • I Love Local • Falafel North 

Chris and Veronika’s Griddle Experience • Tubby Dog • Elephant Cage Coffee Roasters • The Mason Jar 
Phantom Kitchen • Haida Dogs • Night Owl U-Brew • Lush Kitchen • Tow Truck • The Travelling Avocado

ARTISANS & MORE
Lady Bird Boutique • Crochet By Kay • Crystal Cabin • Islandwise Essentials • Nanette Yoga • Sun Studio 

MW Creative Services • Wild Wisdom • Dominic Legault Pottery • Haida Gwaii Revive Massage Corporation 
Hyun Labels • Jen Wilson Art Studio • Dragonfly House Jewellery • Joan Hart’s Hats • Sandhill Crane Studio 

Delkatla House • Ging Gang Hla TllGad Independent Music and Arts Cooperative 

 

Don’t forget to also visit the Edge of the World Merchandise 
Tent, located to the left of the state to purchase EOTW 
merchandise - featuring our perennial logo designed by 
Robert Vogstad, and this year’s logo designed by Jenna 
Keshavjee. You will also find merchandise from your 
favourite bands playing at EOTW 2018.

FESTIVAL CATERING
Special thanks to our caterer Edi Szasz for keeping the 
performers well fed!

Follow us on Instagram  

TAG US IN YOUR PHOTOS OR USE 
THE #EOTW2018 HASHTAG

@EDGEOFTHEWORLDMUSICFEST
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EDGE OF THE WORLD SOCIETY  

Ambiance Coordinator DARRELL OIKE 

Fringe Coordinator TOBY SANMIYA

Children’s Coordinator KAREN BUCHANAN

First Aid/Ambulance ROSS HAYES

Fundraising: Grants SCOTT MARSDEN

Fundraising: Sponsorships JANET RIGG

Bookkeeper/Gate Coordinator DUNCAN WHITE

Grounds/Sanitation Coordinator SHERRY WILLIAMS

Hospitality Coordinator CHRISTINE PANSINO 

Graphic Designer/Promotions PETE MOORE

Backstage Coordinator ALAN MOORE / JESSICA HUGHAN

Production Coordinator ROELAND DENOOIJ / ALAN MOORE

Security Coordinator CHRIS ASHURST

Merchandisie Coordinator JENNA KESHAVJEE

Parking Coordinator LAURIE GROSS

Stage Coordinator KIRSTEN OIKE

Transportation Coordinator PETER DENOOIJ

Billeting Coordinator ADRIENE O’BRIEN / VANNESSA GESTRIN

Vendors Coordinator BLAIR WEINBERG / MORGAN EDISON

Volunteer Coordinator EMMA MILSON-TAYLOR

Webmaster STEPHANY PRYCE

Workshop Coordinator SCOTT MARSDEN

Masters of Ceremonies PETE MOORE / MARCUS ALEXANDER
ROBERT RUSS / SANDLANEE GID RAVEN ANN

Camping Coordinator HG SOCCER LEAGUE 

KATE ROSE & NATALIE CRESSWELL

Photographer JASON SHAFTO

Festival Director JANET RIGG Festival Director CAITLIN BLEWETT

Site Director BLAIR WRINBERG

FESTIVAL COORDINATORS  KL

Chair JANET RIGG

Artistic Director ROELAND DENOOIJ

Treasurer BLAIR  WEINBERG

Co-Chair CAITLIN BLEWETT

Secretary KIRSTEN OIKE

EMMA MILSON-TAYLOR

BOARD OF DIRECTORS 

Artistic Director ROELAND DENOOIJ
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